Explore the FORSbase catalogue

1 Discover studies

Click on Catalogue

Free text search  love Has archived data

Advanced Search

Check this box if you only want to search studies for which data are available at FORS.

2 Learn about studies

Advanced search enables you to search by:

- language
- discipline
- method
- funder
- study type
- date

Indicates that two datasets are available and can be downloaded in FORSbase. For more information on how to get data, see Get data.

8793  Dialogical Love  12.09.2009
9514  For the love of teaching  28.03.2010  2
9727  Love at the Registry Office  07.10.2014

Click on the study title to access study details and linked documentation.

3 Extend your network

See who is doing what in the social sciences in Switzerland. Getting in touch is easy - click on a researcher’s name and exchange using the FORSbase personal messaging system.

Brian Kleiner

Details
Send an email
Send message
View studies

The FORSbase catalogue

A few figures

- Over 11,000 research descriptions
- 6'200 active users
- Over 2,700 academic, public and private institutions in Switzerland

The most complete existing overview of social science research in Switzerland, since 1992.

A unique resource for:

- Discovery of current research projects
  The catalogue provides up-to-date information across domains, institutions, and individual researchers.

- Networking
  Learn about and get in touch with fellow researchers working on similar topics.

- Historical overview
  Find out what has been going on in your field since 1992 in terms of topics and methodologies.

Have your research project appear in the catalogue and enjoy greater visibility.
Go to: Publish your study on FORSbase

A question?
Contact us!

Mail: dataservice@fors.unil.ch
Phone: +41 (0)21 692 37 29 (EN, FR, DE)